This paper invistigates a state observation design problem for discrete time linear parameter varying (LPV) systems. The main contribution of this paper consists in providing an interpolation scheme to build the LPV observer. We show that an appropriate choice of the interpolation functions allow to use available quadratic stability conditions to design an LPV observer.
Introduction.
Linear Parameter Varying systems theory has been motivated by the gain scheduling approach which attempts to provide a systematic methodology to design parameter-dependent control laws that guarantee stability and performances specifications, see [l] and referenes therein. In this paper, we propose a parameter varying observer design procedure for discrete time linear parameter varying systems. In [2] , interpolation based observers for continuous time LPV systems are proposed.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the problem statement. Section 3 develops a solution for the interpolation based LPV observation problem. The choosen interpolation procedure is explained and justified. Conditions allowing the design of the parameter varying observer are given in terms of LMI conditions.
Problem Formulation
We consider LPV systems given by:
(1)
.where z ( k ) E Rn is the state, ~( k ) so that the LPV system is described by:
where Ai, i = 1, ..., 2', are constant matrices correspon-
We look for a parameter varying observer with the following structure
The parameter varying gain matrix L(p(k)) is obtained by interpolation of an off-line computed constant gains, namely those corresponding to the observers estimating the state of the original system when p ( k ) E VD.
State observer design
Let Li, i = 1, ..., 2l be the constant gains corresponding to the observers estimating the state of the original system when p ( k ) E VD: i=l Using this choice of interpolation functions, we are also guaranteed that when the parameter values corresponds to the variation domain vertices ( A ( p ( k ) ) = Ai), the interpolated gain observer is ( L @ ( k ) ) = Li). When using the interpolated parameter 'varying observer (3) to estimate the state of the original LPV system, the error dynamic is given by:
L ( P ) = Z P j ( P ) L j , P j ( P ) 2 O , C P j ( P > = 1
The interpolated parameter varying observer determination reduces to the computation of the constant gains Lj, j = 1,2, ..., 1 such that the polytopic uncertain system (8) 
The error dynamics obtained using a parameter varying observer built as indicated in Proposition 1 converges to the origin asymptotically. One can also look for a faster convergence rate using the decay rate concept [3] defined, in the discrete time case, is the larget scalar y 2 1 such that holds for all trajectories e(k). The asymptotic convergence corresponds to y = 1. We can use the quadratic Lyapunov function V ( e ( k ) ) = e T ( k ) P e ( k ) to establish a lower bound on the decay rate y. The LTI observer gains are then designed using the following proposition. In the case of slow parameter variations such that the system can be considered as time invariant over time intervals, a pole placement constraint can be imposed to improve the convergence of the observation error.
Conclusion
An interpolation based method h.as been proposed to design a parameter varying observer. It is based on the resolution of LMI conditions similar to the ones arising in robust control techniques. Even if the methods based on such a concept are conservative, the fairly large contributions in this domain show the interest of the obtained results.
